Abstract. We present a dictionary-and corpus-independent statistical lemmatizer StaLe that deals with the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) problem of dictionary-based lemmatization by generating candidate lemmas for any inflected word forms. StaLe can be applied with little effort to languages lacking linguistic resources. We show the performance of StaLe both in lemmatization tasks alone and as a component in an IR system using several datasets and query types in four high resource languages. StaLe is competitive, reaching 88-108 % of gold standard performance of a commercial lemmatizer in IR experiments. Despite competitive performance, it is compact, efficient and fast to apply to new languages.
Introduction
Word inflection is a significant problem in information retrieval (IR). In monolingual IR, query word inflection causes mismatch problems with the database index. Likewise, in cross-lingual IR (CLIR) inflected query words, tokens, cannot be found as translation dictionary headwords. These challenges plague morphologically complex languages but disturb retrieval also in simpler ones.
The problems of inflection have been addressed using both stemming (e.g. [4] , [8] , [12] , [13] ) and lemmatization (e.g. [6] , [7] ). The potential benefits of lemmatization over stemming, especially in morphologically complex languages, are increased precision due to less ambiguity in all text-based IR and, in CLIR, the support to accurate token translation by directly matching dictionary headwords. Lemmatizers traditionally use morphological rules and dictionaries [7] . Dictionary-based methods are however powerless when encountering out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words. OOV words are significant in all IR, because they often are specific in representing the information needs behind short queries [6, p. 31] . The existing contemporary approaches to dictionary independent lemmatization are based on supervised (e.g. [10] , [17] ) and unsupervised (e.g. [19] ) machine learning techniques. Supervised techniques need a training corpus involving a large set of morphologically analyzed tokens. The disadvantage of this method is that the preparation of the training corpus is time-consuming, in particular when the tokens are tagged manually. The main limitation of unsupervised learning techniques is their general and corpus dependent nature that decreases their performance in specific tasks such as lemmatization.
In this paper, we present a statistical corpus-and dictionary-independent lemmatizer for IR, StaLe, that effectively deals with all words encountered in texts and queries, OOV words included, and that does not need any tagged corpora. The lemmatizer is based on statistical rules created from a relatively short corpus of tokenlemma pairs where each token is an inflected or derived form of a lemma. The method is an extension of the transliteration rule based translation method for crosslanguage OOV words shown very effective by Pirkola and colleagues [16] . StaLe generates candidate lemmas for any word form. The method can be applied with little effort to languages lacking linguistic resources, because it is dictionary-independent.
Being statistical, our lemmatizer can only generate high quality lemmas through statistical features of its rules, and language specific parameters. Therefore the lemmatizer can generate noisy results, i.e. nonsense lemmas not belonging to the language. By parameter setting, StaLe can be made to emphasize either lemmatization precision or lemmatization recall.
We believe that lemmatization recall has priority because a human user can often recognize correct looking lemmas among nonsense. Also in automatic IR, when the database index and the queries are statistically lemmatized, we hypothesize that nonsense lemmas do not significantly deprave effectiveness because such lemmas in the database index do not frequently match nonsense query lemmas unless they originate from the same word form.
We show the performance of StaLe both in plain lemmatization tasks and as a component in an IR system using several datasets. For the lemmatization tests, we use the CLEF 2003 and PAROLE [14] collections to create the test word lists and a dictionary-based commercial lemmatizer TWOL [7] as the gold standard. It is as wellknown and effective lemmatizer with large internal dictionaries for all the languages used in testing. We also experiment whether the gold standard can be improved when StaLe is used as an additional resource.
For the IR tests, we use CLEF 2003 full-text collections and the retrieval tool-kit Lemur, version 4.7 [9] . We couple with Lemur both StaLe and two state-of-the-art baselines, a lemmatizer and a stemmer. In the tests, we employ Finnish, Swedish, German and English, which represent morphological variation from highly complex to very simple. The main contribution of the present paper is to show the light-weight lemmatizer, StaLe, as an effective lemmatizer for low resource languages. This is why we test StaLe against standard techniques in high resource languages: only these languages allow using strong baselines. As the proposed method StaLe is shown effective in handling this set of languages, we can trust that it is effective in handling other languages, e.g. ones with scarce resources.
The paper is structured as follows: in Chapter 2 we describe the statistical lemmatization method and discuss its working principles. We then present in Chapter 3 two kinds of test situations to measure the effectiveness of StaLe, and also describe how StaLe was set up for these tests. The results of the experiments are presented in Chapter 4 and discussed in Chapter 5 where we also make concluding remarks.
The StaLe Lemmatization Method
Our goal was to create a flexible and light, purely statistical lemmatizer, StaLe, which could operate with OOV words as well as with common vocabulary, and also be easily adaptable to new languages and domains. The lemmatizer was primarily aimed for languages with little resources for IR. Research and development in IR and practical retrieval in those languages would benefit from such tools.
StaLe produces the result lemmas for given input token by applying suitable rules from a rule set on the input token to create candidate lemmas. The candidate lemmas are then sorted by their confidence factor values and then pruned according to parameter values in the candidate check-up phase. The lemmas that qualify the check-up phase are the result lemmas. The parameters may also allow the input token itself to be added as a result lemma, because it may, with some probability, already be an ambiguous lemma. With a pre-generated rule database and trained parameter values the actual process of StaLe is quite simple as shown on the left side in Fig. 1 .
. StaLe gives always at least one result word for input token. The input token itself is given as a result when no other candidate lemma can be created. An example how an input token is processed is given on the right side in Fig. 1 . There an input token " autoja" (Finnish for " cars" , plural of partitive case) is the input. Three rules are found and applied to create the candidate lemma list including the input token itself. For example, the first rule suggest by 100% confidence that the ending ' oja' should be replaced by ' o' . After the candidate check-up the lemma with lower confidence factor than defined in the parameters is dropped from the result list. Our method is meant to serve primarily as a pure lemmatizer. Compound words are processed as atomic and not split, because corpus and dictionary independent compound splitting is highly ineffective. Airio [1] also showed that decompounding in monolingual IR is not vital.
Because StaLe is statistical and dictionary-independent, it may sometimes to create nonsense words in addition to correct lemma forms, and therefore lemmatization precision is poorer than when using dictionary-based methods. However, this can be tolerated in IR applications: finding the correct lemmas is primary and possible noise gets sorted out in other parts of IR.
Rules
The rules are a variation of TRT-rules by Pirkola and colleagues [16] with no restrictions on the length of the rule. A rule consists of source and target strings, the position of the rule and statistic values of the rule.
A rule string for English could, for example, be " fier fy e 8 100.0" . The source string " fier" is the part of the unprocessed token that is replaced with the target string " fy" to form the candidate lemma. The rule also has a position value " e" , which defines whether the rule applies in the beginning (b), in the end (e) or in the middle (m) of the given token. For some languages some of the positions are disabled, when those languages do not have word inflection in some positions.
Both strings in a rule share a context character that serves as a binding between the stem and affix of the word. The context character helps to prune the rule list and also separates rules dealing with consonant gradation from non-gradational rules.
Rules have two numerical values identical to the original TRT-rules. The first one is rule frequency representing the relative occurrence of the rule in the rule training list (in the example the rule frequency is the value " 8" ). The second value is rule confidence factor which measures how common the rule transformation is among all the transformations that match the same source string (value " 100.0" in the example).
The Rule Training Lists and Parameter Tuning
A paired list of inflected tokens and their corresponding lemmas are needed to create the rules. The tokens and lemmas in the list should be representative for the language into which the method is applied and should be extracted from real texts. However, the list does not need to be an exhaustive representation of the language; quite the contrary: a small sample is enough.
Rules could be constructed intellectually or later hand-picked into the rule-set, but then they would lack first-hand information about the distribution and cross-relations between the rules and would lead into too severe deterioration of lemmatization precision with input data from real life materials. The statistical values are necessary for making distinctions between rules when processing words.
The size of the training list is relative to the morphological complexity of the target language [15] : the training list should be larger for languages with lots of morphological variation than for " simpler" languages. Usually, however, some morphological features dominate while others are marginal and speculative, thus making it possible to gain good results without utilizing all possible rules [5] . Therefore it is possible to create a good set of rules using relatively small training list.
A key aspect for the applicability of StaLe is the one-time set-up effort it needs in the form of the training list. Lindén [10] estimates that two weeks of manual work can yield a list consisting about 30 000 token-lemma pairs. Our training lists contained roughly 10.000 to 30.000 training pairs, so this effort varies from a few days to two weeks of routine work; much less than needed for coding a new stemmer or a dictionary-based lemmatizer.
Lemmatization parameters reduce noise and improve lemmatization precision by defining a minimum rule confidence factor value for applied rules and controlling the number of created lemma candidates with an upper limit. Parameters are also needed to cope with situations where the input token already is a lemma and therefore should not be lemmatized, or the input token is not in the domain of the rules (i.e. if the rules are only for nouns and the input token is a verb). The parameters are strongly related to the rule sets and therefore should be trained using the same rules that are used in actual lemmatization. If a rule list is modified then it is appropriate to train a new set of parameters. The training is a matter of minor experiments.
Experiments
To assess the effectiveness of StaLe we did three kinds of performance tests. First we wanted to see how good the method is in plain lemmatization. This was done by processing paired token-lemma -wordlists with a program, which used StaLe to turn the tokens to candidate lemmas and compared those to the given lemmas.
Secondly we wanted to analyze how StaLe performs in IR when the document database index and the search topics are processed with StaLe. The results of these tests were compared against results achieved with a dictionary based gold standard lemmatizer and a stemmer in four languages.
Thirdly, we experimented with the significance of verbs in information retrieval tests. We examined typical CLEF 2003 query titles and descriptions and found that only about 5% of proper query words (i.e. topic words with stop-words pruned) are verbs. Bendersky and Croft [3] showed that specifically for long queries noun phrases are more effective that verb phrases. Nouns also carry most of the semantics in a query and represent the actual " things" that are retrieved [2] , [11] . Therefore we assumed that the lack of verbs processing has at most a neglible effect on IR performance and to support our estimation we ran parallel IR tests with queries with verbs intact and with queries which had the verbs intellectually identified by their grammatical role in sentences and removed.
We used four languages, Finnish, Swedish, German and English, in all tests. For each language we trained rule sets and parameters which were used in all tests in each language. For all languages the input token itself was also included in the result list before the check-up phase to compete for listing in the final result.
Rule Lists
One rule set for each language was generated from parts of CLEF 2003 collections. Only nouns, adjectives and pronouns were used: verbs were excluded because the inflection of verbs differs significantly from the other word classes and would therefore increase the number of rules and excess noise.
For each of the four languages we varied the training list sizes to approximate the smallest set of rules that still would produce good results. The selected rule training list and corresponding rule list sizes are shown in Table 1 . The estimated practical maximum of 30 000 word pairs was enough to produce a good rule set for Finnish, and the other languages needed much less to reach good enough rule sets. The sizes of the trained rule lists reflect the differences in the number of morphosyntactic features in various languages and the actual frequency of different inflectional word forms in rule training lists. English has only two features in grammatical case and German four, which explains the small size of the rule list. [15] Parameters for each language were trained by testing with training lists generated with TWOL lemmatizers. The input token confidence factor values were selected from [6] and [15] : they are not related to any individual rule list, but to the language that the parameters and rule lists are used in, and do not therefore need training.
Lemmatization Tests
With lemmatization experiments we show how well StaLe lemmatizes inflected words and how well it treats words already in lemma form or words belonging to word classes that are outside the lemmatization rules. We used language specific versions of TWOL as the gold standard method and also a naïve baseline. In addition to testing StaLe and TWOL individually, we tested a combination in the " mixed" test setting (see below) where we lemmatized tokens with TWOL and treated the OOV tokens with StaLe. This is expected to maximize lemmatization performance.
For each language, we created three separate test lists from the CLEF collection for Finnish, PAROLE collection for Swedish and CLEF collections for German and English. The three lists for each language contained token-lemma pairs where the token was obtained from the collection and the lemma was either processed with TWOL or intellectually formed. To equalize the test situation for both lemmatizers, each list included only nouns, pronouns and adjectives. The number of words and the percentage of inflected words in the test lists are presented in Table 2 Firstly, we formed a large test list using TWOL so that we could do a straight comparison between StaLe and the gold standard. This test list was created by extracting words recognized by TWOL in each language from text collections and identifying the lemmas by TWOL.
Secondly we created a mixed test list by lemmatizing the words with TWOL and then intellectually finding lemmas for words that were OOVs for TWOL. This test list resembled more a real-life situation where foreign words, unrecognized proper names, spelling errors and ad hoc words are present. The percentages of OOV-words in the mixed test list for Finnish are 22 %, for Swedish 23 %, for German 10 % and for English 37 %.
The third list contained only OOV words from the same text collections. The words were the words left unlemmatized by TWOL in the process of forming the first test lists. The test lists were finalized by intellectually processing the OOV material so that only inflected words were picked, because we wanted to analyze how well StaLe lemmatizes inflected words that are out of dictionary-based method' s vocabulary.
IR Tests
IR tests were conducted to compare StaLe to the state-of-the-art baselines, and to investigate our assumptions that lemmatization recall has priority over lemmatization precision in an IR situation and that verbs are not essential for good performance.
We used CLEF 2003 full-text collections for each of the four languages and the query topics were also from CLEF 2003: 45 topics for Finnish, 54 for Swedish and English, and 56 for German. The IR system used to create the search indexes and to perform the retrieval operations was Lemur-toolkit version 4.7 into which the stemmer and both lemmatization methods were incorporated.
For each language, we built four indexes for the document collections: one with StaLe and the other three with the inflected baseline (marked Bline), the stemmer and the gold standard, respectively. The inflected baseline index was built without any morphological processing using the text tokens as they appeared. The stemmed index was created using the Snowball stemmers [18] for each language. Language specific versions of TWOL were used to return the gold standard lemmas. StaLe used the same rules and parameters as in the lemmatization tests. All the words in the documents were processed equally with the StaLe and thus also verbs, adverbs and particles were processed as nouns to evaluate a blind application of Stale.
Three types of queries were formed for each language. Long queries included the title and description fields of the query topics. Long queries w/o verbs were the same as the long queries, but with verbs intellectually removed prior to morphological processing. Short queries included only the title fields of the topics. Each query of each of the three types was processed with the four methods and then matched only to indexes created with the same method.
Methods of Analysis
To assess the effectiveness of lemmatization we calculate lemmatization recall, lemmatization precision, F 2 values and mean values of those for each input token list. Lemmatization recall is the number of correct lemmas received with the input tokens inserted among the generated candidate lemmas. Lemmatization precision measures the proportion of false candidates in the result list. The F 2 -measure is a recall-biased derivate of the F n -measure. F-measure combines recall and precision into one metric so that the results are easier to judge. The bias towards recall was made because lemmas not belonging to the language do not matter much in IR and are rather easy to distinguish in manual processes. For example, if an inflected word is translated into another language, the extra noise does probably not matter much because the translation dictionary eliminates the " non-words" .
In the IR tests we measure effectiveness with mean average precision (MAP) and precision at ten retrieved documents (P@10). Statistical significance between the results of different methods was analyzed using paired two-tailed t-test. The standard significance level of 95% was selected as the limit for statistical significance. Table 3 gives the F 2 results for the lemmatization tests. The joint method of TWOL and StaLe is marked " T+S" . The results between the baseline (Bline), on the one hand, and the two lemmatization methods, on the other, are all statistically significant and therefore the statistical significance is not indicated in Table 3 . Note that for the gold standard (TWOL) the " twolled" word list necessarily yields F2 of 100%. In the TWOL-lemmatized test setting StaLe easily exceeds the baseline performance and reaches relatively close to the gold standard. In both Finnish and Swedish the test words were ambiguous and usually several suitable rules for each test word were found. The F 2 for Finnish is 67.74% and for Swedish 76.48%. However, the lemmatization recalls are 88.6% and 96.4% respectively. With German and English the test list had a larger proportion of uninflected and unambiguous tokens which helped StaLe to reach F 2 scores around 91%. With mixed test list TWOL' s scores degraded at most 15.97 percent units (German) and only 0.77 percent units with English. However, TWOL returned the test word itself if no lemma could be found. When the baseline gave 98.88% for English, it is clear that the test list had only few inflected OOVs . Because StaLe created noisy results, it had a score below the baseline. Overall, StaLe' s scores were stable across the test lists and for three languages StaLe was 20 to 74 % units above the baseline.
Results

Lemmatization Tests
In Finnish the combination method improved the results by 7.31 percent units over plain TWOL. An improvement of 3.61 percent units was gained in for Swedish and 11.23 percent units in German. In English the results deteriorated 0.73 percent units. The inflected OOV word list naturally was nearly impossible for TWOL and baseline. However, StaLe was able to maintain its high level of performance.
IR Tests
The results for the IR tests are shown in Table 4 , where the methods are sorted by their mean average precision (MAP) values. An asterisk indicates statistical significance in comparison with StaLe (p < 0.05). If the statistically significant value is smaller than the corresponding value of StaLe, then StaLe performed better in that test case, but if the statistically significant value is larger, then StaLe was inferior.
The results show that morphological processing has a strong effect on IR in Finnish improving MAP about 20 percent units from the baseline. StaLe and TWOL received quite similar results with no significant statistical difference: the scores of StaLe were from 92 % to 105 % of the TWOL scores. When verbs were included in long queries TWOL attained better MAP value, but when verbs were removed then StaLe was the winner. With short queries there was no significant difference between StaLe and TWOL. Stemming was nearly as effective as lemmatization in Finnish and the difference against StaLe was insignificant except in long queries without verbs.
In Swedish StaLe was at its weakest in the long queries with verbs, where the difference to TWOL was statistically significant. However, when the verbs were removed StaLe bypassed stemming and nearly caught TWOL narrowing the difference to insignificant. In short queries the differences were also insignificant. For German the morphological processing had similar effect as in Swedish. This time, however, StaLe could only reach roughly from 88 % to 93 % of the scores of TWOL. The difference between StaLe and stemming was statistically insignificant. Unlike in Finnish and Swedish, in German the inflected baseline was unaffected when verbs were removed.
Long queries
The difference between the baseline and the gold standard was the smallest in English. Stemming was marginally better than TWOL, but StaLe was clearly the best method in short and long queries with verbs. Overall, StaLe' s scores were from 102 % to 108 % of the gold standard scores. Unlike in other languages, StaLe' s MAP results decreased when verbs were removed.
The exclusion of verbs did not seem to have a significant negative effect. On the contrary, the baseline MAPs improved in Finnish (by 7.46 percent units) and in Swedish (by 2.1 percent units) while the scores of morphological processing also improved with one exception: TWOL fared worse in Finnish. For German and English the scores diminished slightly when the verbs were excluded. Aside from the Finnish baseline, the differences between queries with and without verbs were statistically insignificant. Table 4 . In Fig. 2 , each plot compares the MAP by StaLe to the MAP of TWOL across all four languages and all 209 topics. While there are deviations for the benefit of either lemmatizer, the data points clearly concentrate around the diagonal. This suggests equally robust performance for both lemmatizers and motivates the smallish differences between them in Table 4 .
Discussion and Conclusions
We have described and tested a dictionary and corpus independent lemmatization method, StaLe, in lemmatization and information retrieval settings for four languages for which advanced morphological and lexical resources are available. The main findings of the tests indicate that StaLe is competitive with state-of-the-art methods used for comparison. This offers strong evidence for StaLe as an effective tool for low resource languages as well. Among the over 6000 living languages spoken globally, the majority have poor language technology resources and are spoken in low resource communities. This makes StaLe attractive. In more detail the findings are as follows.
The strength of StaLe in the plain lemmatization tests was its robustness when more OOV words were introduced in the test word set. With the mixed test list StaLe still has F 2 below the gold standard lemmatizer because the mixed test list contained mostly common vocabulary, which is well-coded in the large dictionaries of the gold standard lemmatizer, TWOL. However, building a comprehensive dictionary for a new language is a great effort.
We also tested whether StaLe can improve the mixed test list results of TWOL. In this setting, TWOL processed all words it could and StaLe processed the leftover OOV words. For languages other than English this procedure proved effective improving results from 3.61 to 11.23 percent units. In English the score deteriorated below the baseline because inflected OOV words were very scarce in the test list and in those cases the StaLe gave a noisy result set. Adding StaLe to handle OOV words can clearly benefit the gold standard lemmatizer even in high resource languages.
StaLe had effectiveness equal to the dictionary-based gold standard method in IR tests. Morphologically more difficult languages required more rules in the StaLe rulebase. This increased the number of candidate lemmas and therefore lowered the precision scores somewhat. In English StaLe performed better than the competing methods because, firstly, with 242 rules StaLe was able to generalize the rare inflections and the verbs, and secondly, StaLe was able to process OOV words which usually are loan words and proper names.
In the IR tests the performance of the system using StaLe versus the system using the gold standard were within -4.5 to +4 percent units from each other, and also clearly above the baseline. Because StaLe can compete with state-of-the-art technologies in high resource languages, it is attractive to implement it for languages, which do not have such resources available.
Despite of the noise caused by the dictionary-independent approach, StaLe performed up to the dictionary-based gold standard. In plain lemmatization, noise lowered the F 2 score, but the IR tests showed that in practical applications noisy lemmas only have a negligible effect.
Our estimation on the negligible effect of the lack of verb processing proved correct: firstly, the removal of verbs from the IR queries did not have significant effects on performance, and performance was not significantly affected when verbs were included and processed as if being nouns. Note, that all document text tokens, including verbs, were indexed by StaLe as if being nouns. From this we conclude that verbs in general have no significant effect on IR and therefore they can be ignored when creating lemmatizers for document retrieval IR systems.
StaLe is easy to implement to new languages and it is robust enough to be effective with relatively little effort. A good rule-set requires at most only about 30 000 tokenlemma pairs for morphologically complex language, which takes only a couple of weeks to construct, and less for easier languages. In addition to this, a similar but much smaller word list is also required for parameter training, but basically nothing else needs to be done to get StaLe working in a new language.
While StaLe is a pure lemmatizer it is possible to adjust it to give a probabilistic analysis of the input words because the rules already have values of a probabilistic
